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Arms/532291553546589

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of The Sharnford Arms from Blaby. Currently, there are
10 dishes and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Sharnford Arms:
I disagree with some of the reviews on here. We order regularly from this Chinese restaurant both for takeaway
to eat in the restaurant, the food is always perfect, hot super tasty. It is genuinely the best Chinese we have had

in Leicester...area. Our favourites include salt chilli chicken wings, salt chilli chips, singapore fried rice, crispy
chilli beef to name just a few. Everything we have tried on the menu has b... read more. What User doesn't like

about The Sharnford Arms:
Booked a table for a late birthday meal, never been hear before. Pub somewhat grotty and not the cleanest I

have been to. Menu's sticky and grubby, cutlery had finger prints on them, dinner plates all odd ones, how
bizarre also with finger...prints. Food was cheaper than our local takeaway and our host was pleasant enough.
Quantity of food was very good but quality of food was not the best. Sizzling dish did not sizz... read more. The
restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather. If you want to a beer
after work and hang out with friends, The Sharnford Arms from Blaby is a good bar, Likewise, the customers of
the restaurant prefer the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides. In

case you want to have breakfast, a versatile brunch is offered to you.
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Snack�
CHIPS

Chicke�
CHICKEN WINGS

�ngerfoo�
CHICKEN WINGS

India�
CHILLI CHICKEN

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Frie� ric�
FRIED RICE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

RICE

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 04:00-00:00
Tuesday 04:00-00:00
Wednesday 04:00-00:00
Thursday 04:00-00:00
Friday 11:45-00:00
Saturday 11:45-00:00
Sunday 11:45-00:00
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